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Introduction

 pH and Soil organic carbon (SOC) are the main drivers of 

microbial community succession

 Plant colonization lowers soil pH and increased SOC

 Could plant colonization be the master control of community 

dynamics in glacier foreland?

Hypothesis:

 The impact of pH on microbial community only occurs after plant colonization, while carbon 

consistently explains microbial community both before and after plant colonization

 As bacteria and fungi follow different successional trajectories and are explained by different soil 

physicochemical properties, their diversity and community structure changing patterns to plant 

colonization could also be different

 Glacier foreland is the product of glacier retreat

 Microorganisms as pioneer species for glacial foreland colonization

Tripathi et al., 2018



Methods

GLY glacier PL glacier

JMYZ glacier MDGR glacier

QT glacier

 Collected soil from five glacier forelands across the Tibetan Plateau 

 The soil samples were grouped into barren and vegetated groups

 Amplicon sequencing was used to study the changes of bacterial and fungal community structure



Results

➢ The influences of plant colonization on bacterial and fungal communities

 Plant colonization increased bacterial

diversity, but not fungal dvieristy

 Bacterial and fungal communities exhibited

similar clustering patterns

 Plant colonization enhanced the community

covariations in bacteria and fungi



Results

➢ Bacterial and fungal communities response to environmental, geospatial and climate factors

 In barren soils, bacterial and fungal communities were 

more heavily influenced by environmental filtering and 

dispersal limitation, respectively

 The influence of pH and SOC on microbial community 

in glacier foreland was the results of plant colonization

Bacteria

Fungi



Results

➢ Plant colonization and microbial community stability

Barren soils Vegetated soils

 Plant colonization increased microbial network stability and enhanced resistance to disturbance



Summary

✓ The influence of pH on bacterial community in glacier foreland results from plant colonization

✓ Plant colonization increases bacterial diversity, but fungal diversity is unchanged

✓ In barren soils, bacterial community is more strongly influenced by environmental filtering, while 

fungal community is more strongly influenced by dispersal limitation

✓ Plant colonization enhances community co-variations in bacteria and fungi

✓ Plant colonization enhances microbial community stability

◼ Plant colonization is a strong environmental filtering factor for the biogeography of the microbial 

community at glacier foreland
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